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The Chinese Month of Tiger-HAPPY CHINESE NEW YEAR-The Year of Rat
2008 Year of Rat Life Reading Base on Yearly Stem.
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Yang Earth is destructing the Yin Water.

In Spring Season:

Spring is heavy in Wood that directly destructs the Earth energies.

Period time frame:

Feb 4th till May 4th

Translation:

Economy as well as the weather is ‘abnormal’, this could lead to a downturn in
housing prices and thus the economy in a big way. Oil prices could hit the roof
and send the financial markets into tail –spin. Beware on glade bladder,
stomach and skin related health problems.

In Summer Season:

Summer is heavy in Fire that creates more Earth energies.

Period time frame:

May 5th till August 6th

Translation:

The taxing and lackluster economy is getting a relief and bargain hunters
searching for bottoming out. Silver lighting is felt but wait….. things will
turn sour in autumn.

In Autumn Season:

Autumn is heavy in Metal that creates Water and drains earth energies,
however the 9th month contain dry Earth provide strengths to Earth.

Period time frame:

August 7th till November 6th

Translation:

Economy could be halted due to strikes or terrorist attack down South. Financial
markets in chaotic scenarios. World markets are in serious trouble!
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In Winter Season:
of Water.

Winter is heavy in Water that Earth cannot withstand such strong current

Period time frame:

November 7th till February 3rd

Translation:

Still cannot see the light yet but hang on there, things will work out fine
later...

Best dates for Opening after New Year(開工
開工)
開工
Best:
初十 9am-11pm Feb 16th Saturday
Second best: 初五 9am -11pm Feb 11th Monday (Boar avoid being there)
Third best:
初十二 9am-11pm Feb 18th Monday
Fourth Best: 初七 91m-11pm Feb 13rd Wednesday
p/s official year of Rat begins on Feb 4th not Feb 7th

Wealth Ranking Fo
For 12 Zodiacs in 2008
1. RatRat-Earn the most
2. Rabbit
3. Roster
4. Monkey
5. Goat
6. Ox
7. Dragon
8. Dog
9. Tiger
10. Boar
11. Snake
12. HorseHorse-Spent the most in 2008
p/s if you are summer born person your chances are more higher
Summer born May 5th till August 7th -First best luck group in 2008
Autumn born August 8th till November 7th -Second best luck group in
2008

Winter born November 8th till February 3rd -Not so lucky in 2008
Book of Tao by Laotze-Tao The Ching
Chapter 26-Heaveniss and Lightness
Gravity is the root of lightness
Stillness is the master of movement
Therefore the Sage travels all day long
He does not leave behind his provision-cart
In spite of his glory and dignity
He has a peaceful mind and remains unmoved to such honorable
Condition
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How can the ruler of a country
Make light if his body for pleasure and act rashly?
One acting lightly is easy to lose his root
The ruler acting rashly is easy to lose his honorable status
Chapter 27-Perfect Person
Perfect man (sage) doing deeds for others leaves no trace for he is doing them according to nature
Good speech out of one’s purified mind leaves no flaws to censure
A skillful mathematician uses no tallies
A good door is well shut without bolts and cannot be opened
A good knot is tied without rope and cannot be loosened
Therefore, the Sage is always good at helpings others. Hence he does not cast away anyone
He is good at saving things
So, he does not cast away anything
We call him a Sage because he had inherited perfect virtue from the ancient people
Therefore, the good man is the teacher if the bad
The bad one’s evil deeds could be utilized as lessons to teach the good
The perfect man does not value his teaching qualification
Henceforth, he does not wish to find bad one’s lessons to educate the good
Despite his best wisdom he still looks like a fool
Hence, he is the one knowing the important tenet of the Tao.
We cannot change the weather conditions but we can conditioned ourselves to fit the
weather
Human is the most intelligent animal. We seek safety and comfort living, with Maslow hierarchy of needs, in each level;
we will encounter different level of paradigms shifts. We can and adapt easily as we move up each level, however, the
problem is when we retreat backward, and it is a disastrous move as we posses more to less.

Strong courage and a

complete shift in paradigm are required in order to adapt and adjust from being more to less.
The key word here is what if you already foresaw such predicament might happen in your life. You can condition
yourself to fit the weather. Hope for the best and be prepared for the worst ought to be a dictum in our life.

Life is in a queue in line, a queue to face obstacles and
challengers
Life is full of challengers and obstacles, this is the fact.
However, if your persist, just like a queue in line your turn will
come and there is always a bright light at the end of the
tunnel. Face reading provides a clue as and when you will see
the light at the tunnel.
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Travel Feng ShuiShui-Overall
Travel is a kind of remedy for Feng shui that will rejuvenate a person’s life journey. The destination is rather critical for
different persons. If you are already equipped with ‘kind’ energies (based on your life reading), going to the right
destination will help boost these energies further and create synergistic outcomes. If you equipped with ‘unkind’ energies
(based on your life reading) then going to the right destination will help to reduce your unkind energies and burdens of
life.

Summer born persons (May 5th to

Winter born persons

Autumn born persons

(Oct 9th to Feb 3rd)

(August 8th to Oct 9th)

the

If you are born in winter,

Autumn season is associated

balancing agent of water and water represents

you are a heavy Water

with the Metal element so a

the North sector. Find out your birthplace and

element person. As such,

Wood element is required to

travel north to harness your best possible

you should travel south or

rebalance such portfolio. Wood

energies. You can use your country as a focal

southwest to help elevate

represents the direction of East.

point, divide it into four parts, and dictate

your

August 7th)
If you are born in the hot summer, you are a
Fire element person that requires

or

Bring out a map and find out the

where the North location is. Travel north if

reduce

unkind

venue of your birthplace and

you need soul-searching, a sabbatical, or

energies. Bring out a map

from there you can figure out

whenever you feel like getting away from

and find out the venue of

where to go for your best

your area. This is where you can reduce your

your birthplace and from

location to travel. In addition,

unkind energies and harness the kind

there you can figure out

you can use your country as a

energies into your life.

where to go for your best

focal point, divide it into four

locations

travel.

parts, and dictate where the East

Alternatively, you can use

sector is. Make sure you do

Spring born persons (Feb

your country as a focal

follow

4th to May 5th)

point, divide it into eight

location(s) to harness your best

parts, and dictate where

kind energies to bring back to

the south and southwest

your home or office.

Spring is heavy in Wood and
Earth is what you need to fence
off an excessive wood element.
In this case northwest is the
solution. Divide your country
into eight parts, find out where
the places that located in the
Northwest, and fly there! This
way you can be assured to attract
kind energies into your life.

kind

energies

your

to

such

favorable

locations are.

Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby Kuek
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